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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0093087A1] 1. Dispensing apparatus for tablets, especially for sweetening product lozenges, having a first housing element (10) and
a second housing element (20), adapted so that they can be assembled so as to define an internal cavity intended to contain these lozenges,
and a distribution device inside the housing to release selectively just one of the said lozenges, in which the first housing element (10) can be
moved axially in relation to the second housing element (20) between a first and second position, this distribution device has a channel having
deflectors (15) integral with the first housing element, and a fixed stop (28), integral with the second housing element, disposed in this channel
having deflectors (15) when the two housing elements are assembled, this stop being arranged so that it blocks the passage of the lozenges across
the channel having deflectors when the first housing element is in the said first position, and it allows the passage of the said lozenge when the said
first element is in the said second position, characterised in that the channel having deflectors (15) has a rectilinear section, the width of which is
substantially equal to the transversal section of the lozenges, and a lateral space (16) juxtaposed to the said rectilinear section and extending over
a length substantially corresponding to the zone swept by the said stop (28), when the first housing element (10) moves from its first to its second
position, the shape and dimensions of this lateral space (16) being such that it can only contain a single lozenge.
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